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The Nevada Department of Corrections (NDOC) reports that on Saturday, April 18, 2020 at approximately 5:35 pm, offender Richard Gallo, #23128 died at Renown Medical Center in Reno, NV. Offender Gallo was being housed at Lovelock Correctional Center in Lovelock, NV. Offender Gallo, a 65-year-old male, was a U.S. citizen and Clark County commit serving 38 years-to-Life with Parole for Use of Deadly Weapon Enhancement (x2), Kidnapping I, Sexual Assault (x2), Kidnapping II, Battery with Intent to Commit Crime, Burglary, Aggregate (x2). Offender Gallo arrived at the NDOC on September 11, 1986. An autopsy will be scheduled per NRS 209.3815. Next-of-kin has been notified.